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-,This is Lynne Bowen. I am at the home of Mrs. Lillian Dixon at 610 Prideaux Street 

' in Nan a imo. It is November 22, 1984. 

LB : Mrs . Dixon , we were talking about the fact that you are basically Finnish background 
and I was quite surprised to hear that there were Finnish people in Wellington. I 
thought that they had come to Nanaimo a little later. Now, your father's name was 

LD: 
Matki.. Mns r~ n 

Yes, ~onstantine. NL.r..~~~l~Jl COl:EGE i fE2." ::v 
~onstantine - and he came to North America with his two brothers . What were their LB: 
names? 

LD: Victor and Nicholas. Nicholas came later, Victor was the one. 
LB: Did they come directly to Nanaimo? 
LD: They came, they were in Wisconsin for a while. They just wandered around the country. 
LB: Do you know what year your father was born - what age he would have been? 
LD: Yes, eighteen seventy-two ... no, that's my mother ... 1891 ... no, that's when they 

came, were married. 
LB: He arrived in North America in 1887. It is just interestin9 to know how young he was 

when he arrived. 
LD: I think he would be about fifteen .. . mine closed in 1953 . . .. born 1872. 
LB: 1872, so when he arrived he was fifteen years old! My goodness. 
LD: Uncle Vic was older. 
LB: And your other uncle was younger . 
LD: Yes. 
LB: And they left their family behind in Finland. 
LD: Yes. There were ten boys in the family and one girl. 
LB: Did just the three of them come over or did more come? 
LD: The sister was here, because she lived at Northfield for a while. 
LB: Was she here before the brothers? 
LD: I don't know about that. 
LB: So you don't know whether they had mined in Finland. 
LD: No. 
LB: You said they arrived in Vancouver and didn't think ~uch of that . 
LD: Well, they came to the Island and they stayed here . 
LB: So they first settled in Wellington. 
LD: Yes . 
LB: And as far as you know, they worked in the mines up there. 
LD: Yes, as far as I know. 
LB: I guess they didn't get injured, because the only names which are in the Ministry of 

mines , of course, were the names of those who were injured or killed. 
LD: Oh, I see. 
LB: So we didn't run across their names, I haven't yet anyway. Now , you said that your 

mother came alone to Canada. 
LD: Yes, because her brothers were here. 
LB: They were here before her? 
LD: Yes. 
LB: Your mother's name was Selma Jurvi. Now she was born in 1872 and arrived in 1890. 
LD: February 29, 1890 . 
LB: She met a young man named Constantine and they were married two months later. 
LD: Came to , married in 1891. Came to Nanaimo in 1890- married Constantine MaakiU 

February 07, 1891 . 
LB: So she went up to live in Wellington as well. 
LD: Yes. When she first arrived in Nanaimo, she said the wharf, they were just floating 

planks . She said the horse and buggy that they met her in, she almost went up to 

the hubs in mud. I remember distinctly her saying that her first meal in Canada was 
crackers and cheese. 
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Her first meal in Canada, or in Nanaimo? 
First meal in Nanaimo. 

LB: 
LD: 

So I guess they would have arrived at the wharf in Nanaimo, not in Departure Bay. 

No. The wharf down by the old post office. 
LB: Then they went by horse and buggy 
LD: By horse and buggy up to Wellington. 
LB: I have heard lots of stories about that Wellington Road, and it was terrible. 

Some of the teamsters had to rebuild the bridges every time they went over it, or 
something. 

LD: She had one brother who died, and he is in that cemetiry at the corner of Wallace 

LB: 

LD: 

LB: 

LD: 

and Comox Road. 

In the ols .. 
r 

In the f' ) 

Oh really. 

Yes. 
LB: 

LD: 

That's interesting because the B.C. Genealogical Society did work on that to try 

and track down the names of all the people in there. I must check those records. 
They said he had died of appendicitis. By the time he got to the hospital in 
Nanaimo, he died. 

LB: Did you ever hear any stories about that hospital. It didn't sound like it did 
too many people too much good. 

LD: No, I don't know, I was too young for that. 

LB: So your parents were married in 1891. Now you said that they moved to Nanaimo. 

LD: Yes. 
LB: Do you know when they moved to Nanaimo? 

LD: No, I don't. They lived on Milton Street. My eldest sister started school -four 
of them went to school in Nanaimo before they moved to Chase River. So they moved 

to Chase River in 1908. 
LB: Now, how many brothers and sisters did you have? 

LD: Eight and two brothers, but there were more, there \-Jere fifteen in our family all 

together, but five of them died. 
LB: As babies? 
LD: No. One of them as a baby and, I don't know if you have heard of that flu epidemic 

in, not flu diptheria in and around Nanaimo, Chase River in 1912. 
LB: Oh no! 
LD: \~ell two of my, two died in one day and one the week after. Three children died from 

diptheria. 

LB: Wo uld they have been at home or in the hospital? 

LD: At home. 
LB: Your mother would have been nursing them. 
LD: Looking after them, there were, one was 12 on October 12th, 1912. 

LB : And she died. 
LD: And she died . Then there were a brother and a sister. Because they say there was to 

be a concert and a dance at the hall at Chase River, but they called it off because 
of ... 

LB: Was that the Finn Ha ll? 

LD: Yes. 
LB: It was called the Finn Hall. I think there was more than one Finn Hall wasn't there? 

I think there was one in Ladysmith. 

LD: Oh yes, in Ladysmith there is one. 
LB: The finnish, is this picture you have here of this house, is this the house in Chase 

River. 
LD: That is our house, yes. 
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LB: All these little people in the front are your brothers and sisters? 

LD : No, no, my two nephews, there's my brother and those are my three sisters. 
LB: Oh , I see. 
LD: And I am there . 

LB : Now, where were you in the family. Were you one of the younger ones? 

LD : No there were four younger than me. 
LB: So you were tenth. 

LD: Yes . 
LB: And you were born 1909. 

LD: That's for sure . 

LB: The year after your parents moved to Chase River. 
LD: They moved there in May and I was born in January. 

LB: Vera, I was very impressed with all the houses that have been pointed out to me that 
' are finished houses, because they seem much more substantial than a lot of the other 

houses around here. 

LD: Than the little miners cabins. 

LB: Yes. Do you know why that is? 
LD: Well, I don ' t know, they just built it. My older sister didn't want to be in the 

pictures, she wouldn't be in them. 

LB: This is a two storey house at the front and then it has a one storey addition at the 
back. 

LD: Well, there is still a small upstairs there. 
LB: Oh yes. It has a nice big porch and a bay window. 

LD: Then Nanaimo Realty burnt it down. 

LB: Oh dear. 

LD: Yes, oh dear . 
LB: Was this on a big piece of land? 

LD: Yes , on five acres . 
LB: Is that just a coincidence that it is on five acres - it doesn't have anything to 

do with the Vancouver Coal Company? 

LD: No, I imagine, the next part was only three acres so I don't know. 
LB: Do you know anything about this area. It must have been land that belonged to the 

coal company originally. 
LD: I presume, I really don't know. 

LB: You don't know if your father bought it from the coal company . We should go back a 

little bit to Milton Street, I wonder, you said there were all Finns living on that 
street. 

LD: There were a lot, a number of Finnish people living on that street . 

LB: Did your older brothers and sisters ever talk about living on Milton. They were going 

to school . Do you remember any stories about that? 
LD : No. 

LB: I just wonder if there was an ethnic feel to that street with all the Finnish people 

on it. There would have been probably mostly Finnish spoken I would think. 
LD: '·Jell, I never learnt it. 

LB : Oh, you didn't. 
LD: No, because my oldest sisters and brothers all spoke English , so I sort of half learnt 

it. Then they used to have a Sunday School church, a place where they were teaching 
the finnish language every sunday. But they had it at the same time as our regular 

Sunday School, the church, and we had to go to the church school. So we didn't 
get into the classes. 

LB: Did your mother speak English well. 
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LD: No. She wouldn't speak to anybody unless we weren't there and somebody came to the 
door. 

LB: This went on all her life? 

LD: Yes. 
LB: Now what other mines was your father in? 
LD: He was in Reserve and Harewood, as far as I know. 

LB : When did he quit coal mining? 

LD: Oh, he was killed on the road. 
LB : On . . . 

LD: Not in the mine. 

LB: But while he was still a miner. 
LD: Yes . 

LB: In a car accident? 
LD: He had property up by Starks crossing and he was ooing with a roller, you know when they 

roll the ground, they have a machine? 
LB : Yes. 
LD: Well he had a big roller with a horse on it, and a fellow came from behind and hit 

them. Killed my father and the horse, well I suppose they had to shoot the horse, 
I don't know. 

LB: When was this? Were you a young girl? 

LD: Oh no, I was twenty-one. 
LB: 1930. 

LD: Yes about that time. 

LB: So he had stayed a coal miner. 

LD: Yes and a bit of a farmer. 
LB: Yes. Obviously a farmer. What did you raise on this property? 

LD: We had five, we had cows, sometimes three, sometimes four, sometimes five. My mother 

looked after all the cows. We had chickens and a pig. 
LB: Was that pretty common? 

LD : Yes. 
LB: Yes, most people raised a lot of their own food. 

LD: And we sold milk. People would buy milk from us. 
LB: Now this lovely house was on Matki Road. 
LD: On the corner of Ma,ki Road and the highway. 

LB: Did that get called Matki Road while you were there, or did .. 
LD: No, after . 

LB: After, I see. You said there was a mine shaft on this ~roperty? 
LD: Oh, there was a hole, I don't know if you would call it a shaft or not. 
LB: An air shaft. 

LD: Yes. 
LB: Tell me the story about your nieces and nephews discovering it, was it? 

LD: Well, they were playing there and they saw it. It \-Jas my sisters boys and my 

own. 
LB: But you said that you knew about as a child, but you stayed away from it . 

LD: We were told that we couldn ' t go near there. 

LB: So you did what you were told. 
LD: Yes. 

LB: Well, that's a refreshing change. We were talking about Alexandria. You said that 

the correct name for that was Alexandria. 
LD: Well, that's what I had read. 

LB: It had to be changed because it was confused with the town in the interior. 
LD: Well that is what I heard on a comment on the radio once. 
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LB: We 11 . .. 
LD: There couldn't be two towns with the same name. 

LB: So it was changed to South Wellington. You used an interesting expression that I 

hadn't heard before which was, drawsbank. Was there a drawsbank near this hole that 

was on the property? 
LD: 

LB: 

No, it was all trees and bush in there. There is a mobile home park there now 

Oh yes. 
LD: That's where it was. 

LB: Oh, I see. That's a nice expression. I am going to use that one. I like it very much. 

Now, the main purpose of what I am working on right now, is of course, a triangle 

back to the earlier era, before 1900. 
LD: Oh yes . 
LB: So, I am really pleased that you remember your mother telling you about when she arrived. 

She would have gone out to Wellington to live with her brothers? 
LD: That's right. 

LB: Cooking for them .. 
LD: Well I presume so, I don't really know. 

LB: You don't know how she met your father? 

LD: No. 
LB: Do you know what kind of accommodation they had after they were married? 

LD: At Milton Street. 
LB: No, when they were still at Wellington. 

LD: No, I don't. 

LB: They were married in Wellington? 
LD: No~ no, they were married in St. Paul's Church in Nanaimo. 
LB: Oh, in Nanaimo. Would that be, why would that have been I wonder? There were churches 

in Wellington by then I think. 

LD: Yes. I don't know. 

LB: This picture that you showed me of your parents. 

LD: Yes. 

This is taken after the wedding. 

LB: But these are their wedding clothes. 
LD: Yes. I think that was taken about, I was told it was taken after. 

LB: I don't know when the custom of brides being married in white started, but I know that 
at this time brides were married in dark colours. That looks like black. 

LD: Yes ... no, it was navy blue. 

LB: Oh, it was navy blue. 
LD: One skirt she had was navy blue and one was black. I can't be sure. 

LB: I think these dresses were two piece. 

LD: I have that jacket. 
LB: Do you. You have it? Isn't that ..... jou are a very slim person. Your mother 

looks like she was a fairly sturdy build. 

LD: She was never fat. 
LB: No. This is very well fitted, but I suspect that it would be too big for you. 

LD: Oh, I can't get into it. 
LB: Really! 

LB: Oh, she must have been a tiny little thing. 
LD: No, she wasn't little. I haven't had it out for years, but I was sick a year ago 

and I wanted to get it out and have my daughter take my picture in it, cause I am 

sure I could have got into it then. 
LB: Well, my goodness, you sure aren't very big now. Your father's jacket looks almost 

quilted. Is it satin? 

LD: It has striped material on it. 
LB: The vest almost looks, it is very dapoer, isn't it? I wonder what kind of flowers 

they have on . Each has a corsage. .. ./6 
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LD: I don't know. 

LB: It is something really delicate. 
LD: My mother's ears are, oh, does she have her earrings on? 

LB: Its hard to tell. 
LD: They were pierced, but .. 

LB: That is quite common in Finland, isn't it? Young children have their ears pierced? 
LD: I don't know. 

LB: Oh. 

LD: I used to think it was so amazing at how young children get their ears pierced. 

LB: It seems to be getting younger and younger doesn't it. I wonder where this 
photograph was taken. 

LD: Sampsons in Nanaimo. 

LB: In Nanaimo. I'm noticing this in my research that even though there was that 

terrible road between Wellington and Nanaimo, that people did do a lot of their 
travelling, they came into Nanaimo to shop and to do some of their business and that 
sort of thing. 

LD: 

LB: 
LD: 

LB: 
LD: 

Still there was 

Was there? VIas 

a big grocery ,store in Wellington. 
1-U~..t 

that Simon list~'s? 

No, it was where the Anglican Church was. 

You weren't sure what mine your father was in in Wellington. 
No. 

LB: Probably Number five, because that was the biggest one. Was he a coal miner or did he 
had a different job in the mine? 

LD: No, he dug coal. 
LB: He dug coal. 

LD: Yes, I can remember him talking about it, both at Harewood and at Reserve. 
LB: Did he ever talk Union? 

LD: No. 
LB: He didn't eh? 

LD: No. 
LB: Was he involved in the strike at all? 

LD: Do you mean .. 
LB: In the 1912-14 strike? 

LD: I don't know if he was involved in negotiating, I don't think so. 
LB: Did he, was he out on strike? 

LD: Oh yes. I can remember the soldiers from up at Extension came down the hill, I can 
remember them coming into Nanaimo. 

LB: Can you? 
LD: I can remember that. 

LB: My gosh, you weren't very old. 

LD: No I can remember one of my sisters, when one of my brothers died, then there were 

three dead, I guess I realized that, because I remember they said, here comes 

LB: 
LD: 

LB: 

LD: 

the dead wagon. It was one of these carriages drawn by horses. 
Oh, gosh. 

I was lying on the bed with my other sister, she was crying and I didn't know why, but.. 

You weren't sick? 
No. No, I didn't get it. Then when we all had to be disinfected, after the funeral, 

the doctor came and washed, gave us all some bronze stuff, and we all went down the 
bedroom window down the ladder to the neighbours house. 

LB: The funeral was held in the house? 
LD: I don't know, but that was after the funeral, I guess the disease was gone. 

LB: Obviously it would have been, because the house probably would have been quarantined. 
LD: Yes . 
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LB: And they wouldn't have let you out until you had been disinfected. 
LD: No. 
LB: Did the doctor actually do the bathing? 
LD: Well he was there. Then we went down those stairs, the stepladder and into the 

neighbours house. I know one sister would only put one foot in it. She was a 
corker this one . 

LB: She was older than you? 
LD: Oh yes, much older. She was the fourth one. 
LB: Oh, so she would have been almost grown up by then. 
LD: Yes, they were grown up. 
LB: Was your mother a healthy person. 
LD: Never had to go to the hospital, only the time she broke her arm a few years before 

she died. 
LB: And how long did she live? 
LD: She lived till her seventy-seventh year. 
LB: So she was a widow for quite a few years. 
LD: Yes, Dad died when she was in her thirties. 
LB: 
LD: 

Did she, she would still have young children at home then. ~· 
f A 

Yes, there were myself and Beverley and Jean and Connie and . There were 
four of them younger than me. 

LB: How did your mother support you? 
LD: Well, I don't know. We went out to, I went to work as a nursemaid. 
LB: What would that have involved? 
LD: Well, I was in Vancouver, about ten or eleven years old. I would babysit, I guess 

t hat is what they would call it. 
LB: Sort of a nanny. 
LD: Yes. Of course I did some of the housework. 
LB: Did you do that because your mother couldn't afford to keep you? 
LD: I was in Vancouver when my father was killed. They had no work, you see the mines 

were down, but we always had enough to eat . 
LB: I'm sure you did . 
LD : Because we had chickens and cows. 
LB: Raised all your own vegetables and so on. 
LD: Yes. We didn't have any luxurys though. 
LB: No. But, how would your mother, she would have needed a bit of cash wouldn't she. 
LD: Yes. 
LB: Did she run the farming aspect after your father died? 
LD: Well, yes, she just kept the cows. 
LB : Would you have had married brothers by then? 
LD: One. 
LB: Yes. Was he around. 
LD: Yes, he lived at Chase River also . He used to help . 
LB: Did she stay in that house all her life? 
LD: Yes. She had just cleaned the washing machine, which came too late in life, she had 

cleaned it and scrubbed it and everything , and \~e had a little house beside it, 
it was called the wash house where we did the washing and we bathed and everything. 

LB: Oh really. 
LD: Yes. 
LB: Even as late as when she was an old lady. 
LD: Yes . She said she tripped on an axe, she went into the house, she had a little calf, 

and she went into the house to get the little bucket of milk and she said she 
tripped on an axe. I think she had a stroke , you see. 

LB : Oh yes. . .. /8 
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LD: Because she couldn't get up ..... then she died. 
LB: Which is probably a blessing. 

L D: Yes , i t was . 
LB: But she stayed in that house, 
LD: All the time. 

LB : Must have been lots of grandchildren. 

LD: Pardon . 
LB: She must have had lots of grandchildren. 
LD: Not as many as she has now. One of my sisters that was married, they lived in the 

front part for her latter years, so she wasn't all alone. 
LB: So after she died, the house was burned down? 

LD: Well it was there for a long time being rented and so on. Finally Nanaimo Realty 
bought it - that was during the time when they were negotiating to build up Tally-Ho 

and the company was looking at both properties. 

LB: Oh. 

LD: Then they settled for the Tally-Ho in town. 
LB: Now what would these houses have been like inside. Did it have a formal parlour? 
LD: Yes, we had a big kitchen, 18 by 20 kitchen, 16 by 20 kitchen. Then there was the 

LB: 

LD: 

LB: 

LD: 
LB: 

LD: 

LB: 
LD: 

LB: 

LD: 

LB: 
LD: 

LB: 
LD: 
LB: 

LD: 
LB: 

LD: 
LB: 
LD: 

LB: 
LD: 

LB: 

LD: 
LB: 

LD: 
LB: 

LD: 

LB: 
LD: 

LB: 

LD: 
LB: 

dining room and then the parlour, what we called the parlour, but we never qot 

furnishings for it, because I guess they couldn't afford it. 
So was it empty? 

Yes, until my sister was married and then they fixed it up and moved into it. 

What was the kitchen like when you were a little girl? 

Well, just a big square room. 
What sort of floor did it have? 

Linoleum. 

Linoleum? 
Oh yes. 
And a big table in the middle? 

Yes, dining room table - a square one, chairs - and there was Wayne Sc~tty, what we 

called Wayne Scotty, all around. 

Yes, with tongue and groove and Wayn€ Scotty. 
Yes. Then the ceiling was the same way. 

Oh really. 
Of course it was painted. 
Yes, and what .. 
It had a stove, a big majestic stove and a sink in the corner. 

Coal burning stove? 
Oh yes, coal. 

And a sink? 
A sink in the corner. 
What sort of coal storage would you have had- a root cellar or ... 

They had one down in the basement of cement for milk. 

That was in the basement? 

Yes. 
It is interesting that the washhouse was separate but the milk house was . . 

in the basement, yes. Then we had a pantry besides. 

Where was the kitchen in this picture? 

This is the kitchen window here. 

This back part? 
Yes, and that was my mother's bedroom. 
Well, was that house built as it is, or was that back part added on? 

Well , this part was built first and then this part was added on. 
So the two storey part was added on? 
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LD: Yes. It was all in the same plans I guess, because the basements were .. 
LB: Oh rea 11 y. 
LD: And the posts were dug from the trees, you know, and skinned. They were huqe. 
LB: You said that this area was heavily treed. 
LD: Well, when they first went there, yes. 
LB: Yes . So they had to clear it all? 
LD: Yes, clear a lot of it. 
LB: And they used some of the timber. I wonder if they sold timbers to the mines. 
LD: Oh, I don't know. 
LB: They could possibly have. Now, you mentioned Stark's Crossing - was this near 

Stark's Crossing? 
LD: No, its not. 
LB: So did you father have other land near Stark's Crossing? 
LD: Yes, he had I guess he had three acres in all. My two sisters have one and then 

that was where he was going to roll the seeded ground. 
LB: When ... did you ever hear any stories about Stark? 
LD: Yes .. . 
LB: What do you remember about being told about Stark? 
LD: Well, he was a coloured man and he got shot or killed or somethino out there. 
LB: Yes, it is all very fuzzy. I can't pin anybody down on it. 
LD: Well, I remember my older sisters talking about it . I have a brother-in-law whos 

birth certificate - born at Stark's Crossing. He is about the only one we ever 
know of. Nobody else ... 

LB: There is a little red railway hut there with the name on it now. Was there actually 
a little settlement there? 

LD: Well, aJ 1 those houses around there . 
LB: Yes, 
LD: That was Stark's Crossing. 

LB: Yes. 
LD: And the train station used to be on the other side of the road . When they modernized 

it they put it on this side. 
LB: It was called Stark's Crossing because it was Stark's land? 
LD: Yes . 
LB: Yes. From what I can gather there was some dispute over coal lands. He felt, someone 

else told him that he had coal on his land and wanted to get his land and he wouldn't 
sell it or something. You didn't hear anything about that? 

LD: No. 
LB: And the family was from Saltspring Island apparently, but, very, very hazy. 
LB: Mrs. Dixon, were you aware of being Finnish when growing up? 
LD : Oh yes , very much so. 
LB: In what ways? 
LD: Well, they used to call us cotton tops, because we were all white. English kids on 

this side, they used to always call us whatever. 
LB: 
LD: 

LB: 
LD: 

~ (y LB: 

LD: 

Not very nice names? 
No, but apart from that, then they used to call us cotton tops, sometimes, there was 
sort of a division, I guess, may parents didn't belong to that same group that some 
of the other Finnish peoole did. 
They \</ere very nationalist. 
Yes. 
Would these have been the same oeople who ended up qoing up to Swantoolo? 

No, I don't think so. All those people were in Nanaimo. There used to be a cigar 
factory in Nanaimo, by the Finnish people. 
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LB: Was it, owned by the Finnish people? 

LD: Yes. They were some of them that went to Swantoo lo . 
LB: Oh, I see. So they were more interested in more of a coMmunal living and cooperative. 

LD: Yes. 
LB: So you got called cotton-tops because you had white hair? 

LD: White hair - oh, we were all white. 

LB: Were you all? 
LD: Well, not the oldest sister. My eldest sister was a school teacher, but she didn't 

like teaching, so she went to business college and then she got married, she met this 
fellow. She worked in Nanaimo, in a sa\'11Tlill at Nanaimo, she worked there in the office . 

LB: Your parents, did they have blonde hair? 
LD: No. 

LB: No? Certainly not white hair. 
LD: No, no, they had darker hair. 
LB: So, it is very Finnish to have white hair as a child and then ... 

LD: Four of us had light hair. 
LB: Certainly all those little children in there do. 

LD: Yes. 
LB: But you went to school with English children? 

LD: Yes. 
LB : Did you get along? 

LD: Oh yes, famously. 
LB: What else made you realize that you were Finnish? Were there celebrations and customs .. ? 

LD: Well, we had costumes there, and ... 

END OF SIDE ONE 
Sll)f , 
tr~'" LB: ... basically for the founding of Nanaimo right up to 1900. So its the Hudson Bay 

mines, and then the Vancouver Coal Mininq and Land Company and then the Dunsmuir 

mines. 
LD: Yes. Well, the house we used to live, I never lived there, but my parents lived on 

Milton Street, is still there. 
LB : Oh, is it? They didn't build that did they? 
LD: Yes. 
LB: Oh, they did. And your father built this house you are living in now. 

LD: Well the contractor. My uncle was the contractor .. 

LB: Oh, as a carpenter, I see. And this was built as a dance hall. 

LD: Yes. 
LB: And the house next door was built as a store. They are pretty much the same design 

aren't they? 

LD: Yes. The one next door was a family home. 

LB: And this one became a boarding house. 
LD: Well, yes, because when we moved in here there were so many old boots and old overalls 

and everything down, we figured it had to be. 

LB: Oh, I see. 
LD: Last year, or two years ago, when our taxes went up so high, I went to the office and 

that is when they told me it was built in 1895. 

LB: So your father was working as a carpenter right from the very beginning. 

LD: When he was young, yes. 
LB: Yes, as well as a coal miner. 
LD : My older brother, he took up the trade too. He was a good carpenter. 

LB: Your father sounds like a very hard worker. 
LD: Well, Oh, he must have been. They had to be hard workers, because I am sure, that 

now we realize how much they did work. 
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LB: With all those kids too. 
LD: Yes . One thing that I remember is that she never had time to mend stockings, or . . . . 

LB: Sounds like me! So what did she do? 
LD: Well, I can remember the lady across the street, up on the hill, coming over, they 

had to carry their water, oh by the way we carried water out of a well, we didn't 

have a pump or anything. 
LB: In Chase River? 
LD: Yes. She was, I don't know what they were doing, she gave them a lot of old stockings 

and she said why, well my mother said that she didn't have time to mend them, so she 

took them all and she was going to mend them for her children. 

LB: Oh for goodness sakes. 
LD: Not that we had too many, but . . . 

LB: Well, they would have been wool I suppose? 
LD: Yes, I guess so. We had one heater in that house, that had to heat the whole house. 

The kitchen stove and then the heater in the dining room. 

LB: What kind of a heater was it? 

LD: Just a round one - wood. 

LB: It was wood. 
LD: Yes . Then you would open the upstairs door to let the heat go upstairs. 

LB: Well it probably worked out more efficiently than the way we use heat nowadays. 
LD: Yes. I can remember they used to cut down a tree at Mr.Cunninghams. He was .. 

LB: .. Manager at Extension. 
LD: You paid a dollar for a permit and got a tree, but you had to go and fell it in the 

bush. 
LB: Just for one tree? 

LD: Yes. 
LB: So you had to get another permit everytime you needed another . . 
LD: I presume that, but, I know it cost a dollar to get a permit. 

LB: That was quite a lot of money then. And you were doing all the work. What is it like 

to be Finnish at Christmas? 
LD: Well, now there would be a concert at the hall . 

LB: Yes. 
LD: There would be a lot of little parcels that they would give out, I guess of candy. 

LB: Yes. 
LD: But at home we had Aunts and Uncles come for dinner. 

LB: On Christmas Day? 
LD : Yes. Then we would have a tree in, what would be our parlour then, we would have 

a tree there with candles . 

LB: Isn't that frightening! 
LD: We just played around it, but all the big sisters were looking after us. 

LB: Oh, I see. 
LD: Then we just played. I being younger, you see there were five of us and there was 

seven years and then five of us again, a space in between where they died. 

LB: Oh, I see. The little ones must have survived the diptheri a •because you were still, 
you still had immunity from your mother or something. 

LD: Or something, yes. 
LB: Yes. Was your family religious? 

LD: Well, they did go to church . I didn't .. 

LB: What church? 

LD : Lutheran Church. 

LB: Lutheran Church. 
LD: Yes. The Lutheran minister used to come, the Finnish minister used to come from a 

out of Washington and have services out there . . .. /12 
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LB: Really 
LD: I was baptized by the Lutheran minister in the garden, the house isn't there anymore. 

Just when you go over the overhead bridge at Chase River, on the right, I was 
baptized there. 

LB: So often would this minister come from Carpenado? 
LD: I don't know 
LB: Must not have been very often. 
LD: No, but I was, he used, that was a Finnish church at the corner of Milton Street 

and Victoria Road. That was the Finnish church. 
LB: Oh, was it? 
LD: Yes. 
LB: Oh ho! So that .. 
LD: We had a Finnish minister, but then when they, the people drifted away from around 

here, went to Ladysmith and Extension, there wasn't enough congregation. 
LB: So that would have been when your parents lived in Milton Street? 
LD: Yes. 
LB: Then, so the Finnish minister left, or did he go to Ladysmith .. 
LD: No, he went to an American .. 
LB: Oh, so it was the same .. 
LD: Yes. 
LB: Is Carpenado a coal mine? 

LD: Yes. 
LB: Yes, because I have noticed a number of people coming from Carpenado. 
LD : I thought I had their wedding certificate, and I couldn't find it. 
LB: Your parents? 
LD: Yes. 
LB: Do the Finns do anything special on New Years? 
LD: No, not really, not that I remember. 
LB: Not that you remember. 
LD: There used to be a dance out at Chase River. 
LB: What would you have eaten for Christmas dinner? 
LD: Oh, we had turkey, we had chicken or turkey and then just the vegetables and pie. 
LB: You don't remember any special Finnish dishes? 
LD: No. My mother would rather have 1vorked outside, 
LB: Oh, I see. 
LD: than have stayed home, stayed in the house and cook. 
LB: I can sympathize with that. So she liked being outside. 
LD: Yes. 
LB: I am trying to track down whether or not people lived in company houses in Wellington. 

Does that ring any bells with you? 
LD: No. 
LB: whether people owned their own houses, because your father, very early, became a 

home owner. 
LD: When they first were married, they lived in a little house on Haliburton Street 

that house has been torn down now, right at the very end of Haliburton Street, 
that is where they first lived. 

LB: Oh really. 
LD: So then they must have built this house .. 
LB: On Milton Street. 
LD: after that one, they moved, some of them moved to Extension and some ~oved to 

Ladysmith. 
LB: Yes, and some to Chase River . 
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LD: 

LB: 

Custuffsons, and the Matsons, and the Hendricksons, they all moved to Chase River. 

Are those Finnish names? 
LD: Well, I guess maybe half and half. 

LB: 
LD: 

Yes. What are some other Finnish names that you know of in this area? Is Maxi? 

Massenennus . . 
LB: Yes. Anything with sort of "enen" sort of thing. 
LD: My eldest sister married a Silumpad - that was a Finnish name. The next one married 

a Hieta . 
LB: Yes . What about Herri. Is that Finnish? I ran across that the other day. 

LD: I don't know- it might have been Henri. 
LB : No, this was a last name. It could have been mispelled too. There is always that 

possibility. 

LD: Then there were Haplas on there too. 
LB: There was a couple in Boss Whistle, their names are on Extension Road now - - Oh, I 

can't think of them right now, isn't that silly. Anyway there were a lot of them 
wasn't there. 

LD : Yes. 

LB: A lot of Finns. One of the things that Finnish people are known for amongst . 
historians, is their temperant societies . They seem to have gotten a hold of themselves 

pretty early on and started trying to control the consumption of alcohol . Were you 
aware of the temperant societies around here? 

LD: No. 
LB: There were some, apparently, because I think a lot of miners were fairly hard drinkers. 

LD: Oh yes. 
LB: Given the kind of work that they did. 

LD: Yes, my father read the bible through twice from one end to the other. 
LB: Did he. 
LD : We had a big family bible about this big, and he built a bos that formed an altftr. 

LB: So he was quite religious. 
LD: Yes. 

LB: Did he read it to you or to himself. 

LD: No, he read it to himself when we were younger. 
LB: Was that in Finnish or in English? 

LD: I think it is in Finnish, that one. 
LB: Yes. Is it still around? 

LD: Oh yes, our daughter has it. It was up in the attic here. I fell heir to it when 
they broke the family home. I had it up in the attic and she said, she was up there 

one day and asked what on earth it was. So, I said that that was no place for it 

so she has it in her livingroom. 
LB: Good for her. Is it a big book? 
LD: Oh yes, it is about this thick. 

LB: About a foot by eight inches and really thick. 
LD: It was printed in New York. It is not from Finland. 

LB: Oh, so he didn't, he wouldn't have brought it with him then . 
LD: No. 
LB: No, I suppose at age fifteen he wouldn't have been carrying a big heavy book,,l ike 

that. 
LD: No, it was printed in New York , just like their wedding certificate, and my baptismal 

certificate. They are all printed in New York. 

LB: Isn't that ... but they are in Finnish? 
LD: Partly, yes. 

LB: Isn't that interesting. I obviously don't know a great deal about Finnish people in 

North America. 
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LD: I'm sure my youngest sister has the original wedding certificate. 

LB: Yes. Of your parents? 
LD: Yes , and she had some printed, she had them xeroxed . 
LB: That's good. 

LD: I thought she gave me one, but I will have to ask her and ~et one from her. Then she 
gave my first son one, and he had it enlarged and he has it framed in his office in 
Vancouver. 

LB: Your children are obviously very conscious of history. 
LD: Yes, they are. 
LB: Your name Lillian is not a Finnish name is it? 

LD: No, but I have two of three cousins -all Lillian - so it must have been a common 

name. But I see when I had my birth certificate out, it is spelt Liljen. 
LB: Ah! So it must have been . What were some of your sisters' names? 

LD: Well there was Lylla, the youngest one, Lylla Sylvia, Selma she's the one who is 

called after my mother - my brother is Eugene Delbert, but by this time, our 
older sisters were probably naming us. 

LB: Oh. 
LD: I would think so. Though I have a Finnish second name - Junilla - that is my second 

name. That is a Finnish name. 

LB: Yes. 
LD: Then, Miriam, I have a sister Miriam, and then there is one Llempi - that is a Finnish 

name. 
LB: Yes! 

LD: And then Hulda and Decla. 

LB: That is not Llempi Guthrie? 
LD: Oh no. 
LB: No. 
LD: No, but she was always called Connie. 

LB : Llempi? 
LD: '!Yes . My brother's name was Kon , after his father. 

LB : How was that spelled? C- 0- N ? 

LD : K- 0 - N 
LB: Oh, K- 0- N. So Konstantine was spelt with a "K". 

LD : Yes. 
LB : Yes. Did your parents have second names? 

LD : Not that I know of. 

LB: Yes , I think that that was .. . 
LD: I asked them - I don't ever remember ever being a name - being a second name. 

LB: Yes . Well, this is very interesting. I think that we can probably stop now . 




